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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

You have an Azure IoT solution that contains the Azure IoT Edge devices shown in the following table. 

You have the standard deployments and target conditions shown in the following table. 

You have the modules shown in the following table. 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise select No. NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You have an existing Azure IoT hub. 

You need to connect physical IoT devices to the IoT hub. 

You are connecting the devices through a firewall that allows only port 443 and port 80. 

Which three communication protocols can you use? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. MQTT over WebSocket 

B. AMQP 

C. AMQP over WebSocket 

D. MQTT 

E. HTTPS 

Correct Answer: ACE 

MQTT over WebSockets, AMQP over WebSocket, and HTTPS use port 443. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/iot-hub/iot-hub-devguide-protocols 

 

QUESTION 3

You have 1,000 devices that connect to a standard tier Azure IoT hub. 
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All the devices are commissioned and send telemetry events to the built-in IoT Hub endpoint. 

You configure message enrichment on the events endpoint and set the enrichment value to $twin.tags.ipV4. 

When you inspect messages on the events endpoint, you discover that all the messages are stamped with a string of
"$twin.tags.ipV4". 

What are two possible causes of the issue? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. The ipV4 tag is a restricted twin property that is unavailable for message enrichment. 

B. A standard tier IoT hub does not support device twin properties in message enrichments. 

C. The device sending the message has no device twin. 

D. Message enrichment cannot be added to messages going to a built-in endpoint. 

E. The device twin path used for the value of the enrichment does not exist. 

F. The device twin property value used for message enrichment is set to "$twin.tags.ipV4". 

Correct Answer: CE 

In some cases, if you are applying an enrichment with a value set to a tag or property in the device twin, the value will
be stamped as a string value. For example, if an enrichment value is set to $twin.tags.field, the messages will be
stamped with the string "$twin.tags.field" rather than the value of that field from the twin. This happens in the following
cases: 

(C)

 Your IoT Hub is in the standard tier, but the device sending the message has no device twin. 

(E)

 Your IoT Hub is in the standard tier, but the device twin path used for the value of the enrichment does not exist. For
example, if the enrichment value is set to $twin.tags.location, and the device twin does not have a location property
under 

tags, the message is stamped with the string "$twin.tags.location". 

Your IoT Hub is in the basic tier. Basic tier IoT hubs do not support device twins. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/iot-hub/iot-hub-message-enrichments-overview 

 

QUESTION 4

You have an Azure subscription that contains an Azure IoT hub and two Azure IoT Edge devices named Device1 and
Device2. 

You need to ensure that the IoT hub only accepts connections from Device1 and Device2. 
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What should you configure? 

A. a private endpoint connection 

B. Azure API Management 

C. Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) Identity Protection 

D. a gateway device 

Correct Answer: A 

Ingress connectivity to IoT Hub using Azure Private Link. A private endpoint is a private IP address allocated inside a
customer-owned VNet via which an Azure resource is reachable. Through Azure Private Link, you can set up a private
endpoint for your IoT hub to allow services inside your VNet to reach IoT Hub without requiring traffic to be sent to IoT
Hub\\'s public endpoint. Similarly, your on-premises devices can use Virtual Private Network (VPN) or ExpressRoute
peering to gain connectivity to your VNet and your IoT Hub (via its private endpoint). As a result, you can restrict or
completely block off connectivity to your IoT hub\\'s public endpoints by using IoT Hub IP filter or the public network
access toggle. This approach keeps connectivity to your Hub using the private endpoint for devices. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/iot-hub/virtual-network-support 

 

QUESTION 5

DRAG DROP 

Your company is creating a new camera security system that will use Azure IoT Hub. 

You plan to use an Azure IoT Edge device that will run Ubuntu Server 18.04. 

You need to configure the IoT Edge device. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Step 1: Run the following commands 

Install the container runtime. 

Azure IoT Edge relies on an OCI-compatible container runtime. For production scenarios, we recommended that you
use the Moby-based engine provided below. The Moby engine is the only container engine officially supported with
Azure 

IoT Edge. Docker CE/EE container images are compatible with the Moby runtime. 

Install the Moby engine. 

sudo apt-get install moby-engine 

Install the Moby command-line interface (CLI). The CLI is useful for development but optional for production
deployments. 

sudo apt-get install moby-cli 

Install the security daemon. The package is installed at /etc/iotedge/. 

sudo apt-get install iotedge 

Step 2: From Iot Hub,create an IoT Edge device registry entry. 

Note: In your IoT Hub in the Azure portal, IoT Edge devices are created and managed separately from IOT devices that
are not edge enabled. 
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Sign in to the Azure portal and navigate to your IoT hub. 

In the left pane, select IoT Edge from the menu. 

Select Add an IoT Edge device. 

Provide a descriptive device ID. Use the default settings to auto-generate authentication keys and connect the new
device to your hub. 

Select Save. 

Retrieve the connection string in the Azure portal 

1.

 When you\\'re ready to set up your device, you need the connection string that links your physical device with its
identity in the IoT hub. 

2.

 From the IoT Edge page in the portal, click on the device ID from the list of IoT Edge devices. 

3.

 Copy the value of either Primary Connection String or Secondary Connection String. 

Step 3: Add the connection string to.. 

To manually provision a device, you need to provide it with a device connection string that you can create by registering
a new device in your IoT hub. 

Open the configuration file. 

sudo nano /etc/iotedge/config.yaml 

Find the provisioning configurations of the file and uncomment the Manual provisioning configuration section. Update
the value of device_connection_string with the connection string from your IoT Edge device. 

Save and close the file. 

After entering the provisioning information in the configuration file, restart the daemon: 

sudo systemctl restart iotedge 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/iot-edge/how-to-install-iot-edge-linux 
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